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Harga dan ketersediaan mercedes benz c180 kompressor mercedes benz secara resmi menghentikan
penjualan mercedes benz c180 kompressor pada generasi w204 yang dirilis pada masa 2007-2014
kendati sudah tak diproduksi anda tetap bisa mencari mercedes benz c180 kompressor dalam kondisi
bekas melalui situs online marketplace carmudi indonesia, in september 1995 mercedes benz updated
the c class 202 model series causing something of a stir with its supercharged model type the 230
kompressor it was manufactured with one eye already on the compact mercedes benz slk roadster
which would be launched six months later, this mercedes benz c180 kompressor w203 my2005 is for
sale by oldtimer centre sydney we stock superior vehicles amp offer impeccable service including
finance to all our customers call us today on 02 9569 9999 and let us help you find your new used
car, mercedes benz has launched the latest addition of its c class range the c180 kompressor this entry
level c class is available in south africa immediately and mercedes hopes that it will be as well
received as its fourth generation c class which was lhte 1 8 litre supercharged unit that lies under the
bonnet of this new merc delivers 115 kw and 230 n m, see 80 results for mercedes c180 kompressor
bhp at the best prices with the cheapest used car starting from £1 000 looking for more second hand
cars explore mercedes c180 for sale as well, mercedes benz c180 kompressor photos one of the
models of cars manufactured by mercedes benz mercedes benz c180 kompressor photos received
many good reviews of car owners for their consumer qualities on this page we present you the most
successful photo gallery of mercedes benz c180 kompressor photos and wish you a pleasant viewing,
mercedes benz c180 kompressor blueefficiency new car review mercedes has made its entry level
c180 kompressor model much for difficult to dismiss by adding a whole range of eco and cost
friendly blueefficiency tweaks, see 26 results for mercedes benz c180 kompressor 2003 for sale at the
best prices with the cheapest used car starting from r 30 000 looking for more second hand cars
explore mercedes c180 for sale as well, 2005 mercedes benz c180 kompressor start up engine and in
depth tour 2005 mercedes benz c180 kompressor start up engine and in depth tour 2001 mercedes
benz c180 kompressor, this page provides the information about mercedes benz c class check out their
specs and features and find you ideal mercedes benz c class, thread my personal car reviews part 8
mercedes c180 kompressor blueefficiency t model join date mar 29th 2008 location sludge town land
of the free germany age 48 posts 5 980 car s vw golf iv 1 6 rep power 249 my personal car reviews
part 8 mercedes c180 kompressor blueefficiency t model i have wanted to drive the current c class for
quite some time now, das solltet ihr ber den 2005er mercedes benz c180 kompressor w203 wissen
The US model labeled C230 Kompressor became available for the 2002 model year. Find great deals on eBay for Mercedes C180 in grilles shop with confidence. Find great deals on eBay for Mercedes C180 in grilles. Mercedes-Benz C180 20.50 buy it now free shipping. 16 watching 19 sold model C180 C250 C300 C350 gloss black w silver horizontal stripe AMG style 1 pair of grille, see 97 results for Mercedes-Benz C180 Kompressor 2005 for sale at the best prices with the cheapest used car starting from R 43 000 looking for more second hand cars explore Mercedes C180 for sale as well. Mercedes-Benz C 180 C 180 Kompressor elegance petrol saloon with 86 000 miles and automatic transmission in Dublin for sale on carsireland.ie, EAE Motors was established in 1993 as a wholesaler of motor vehicles to the motor trade the business has since evolved into a retailer of motor vehicles that currently consists of three dealerships all of which are based in the CBD of Vereeniging, Our verdict on the Mercedes-Benz C-Class Estate C180 Kompressor elegance although the new estate is a marked improvement over its predecessor in terms of fuel economy, plus, driving and handling characteristics Mercedes-Benz has decided to play it safe and stick to what worked for them in the past. 93 Mercedes-Benz from R 59 950 find the best deals for used Mercedes-Benz C180 Kompressor Avantgarde. Mercedes-Benz C-Class C280 W204 Avantgarde in excellent condition exclusively at Mercedes-Benz grey with black leather interior features include Mercedes-Benz C200 Kompressor W204 Automati, 53 Mercedes-Benz from R 25 000 find the best deals for used mercedes C180 Kompressor manual C 180 Kompressor still in good condition W202 manual. 2009 Mercedes-Benz C180 Kompressor manual 6spd white with black interior 154000km and full service history spare keys and in excellent condition R1999, Mercedes-Benz W203 C180 Kompressor my wife is a merchandising agent and needed a larger car or at least one with larger boot space in which to cart her display boards so I bought her a 2004 Mercedes-Benz W203 C180 Kompressor Estate with 180 000 km on the clock, search for new amp used mercedes benz C180 Kompressor cars for sale in Australia read mercedes benz C180 Kompressor car reviews and compare mercedes benz C180 Kompressor prices and features at carsales.com.au, initial engines included the C 180 139 ps C 220 143 ps C 200 Kompressor and C 230 Kompressor in 2003 Mercedes-Benz added the C 180 Kompressor followed by the C 200 CGI in 2003 and finally the C 160 Kompressor in 2005 the C 230 Sportcoup was powered by a 2.3 litre supercharged four cylinder motor, 2004 Mercedes-Benz C 180 Kompressor this car has a 4 door saloon sedan type body with a front mounted engine driving through the rear wheels the Mercedes-Benz C 180 Kompressor belongs to the W 203 range of cars from Mercedes-Benz the 1.8 litre engine is a supercharged double overhead camshaft 4 cylinder that produces 141 bhp 143 ps 105 kw of power at 5200 rpm and maximum torque of, find a mercedes benz C180 car on Malaysia's no 1 car marketplace find the car prices specs and dealers in your area for latest deals discount and promotions mercedes benz C180 mercedes benz in Malaysia mudah.my, 2002 Mercedes-Benz C 180 Kompressor this car has a 4 door sedan saloon type body with a front located engine delivering power to the rear wheels the Mercedes-Benz C 180 Kompressor belongs to the W 203 range of cars from Mercedes-Benz power is produced by a double overhead camshaft 1.8 litre supercharged 4 cylinder engine with 4 valves per cylinder that produces power and torque figures of, 2010 Mercedes-Benz C Class C180 Kompressor classic with 207 308 km for sale in Boksburg buy a second hand C class for R100 000 in Boksburg ref no 1585866, see 52 results for Mercedes-Benz C180 Kompressor 2005 for sale at the best prices with the cheapest used car starting from £1 150 looking for more second hand cars explore mercedes c180 for sale as well, search for new amp used mercedes benz C180 Kompressor coupe cars for sale in Australia read mercedes benz C180 Kompressor car reviews and compare mercedes benz C180 Kompressor prices and features at carsales.com.au, Mercedes-Benz C180 Kompressor 4 500 00 great safe well maintained car all the merc features 2 keys bluetooth rwc with approx 6 mths rego included for Qld buyers deducted from final price for interstate buyers inspection Welcome can assist with interstate transport at buyers cost 173872684138, the Mercedes-Benz C Class has always been a great premium sport compact sedan but when pitted against its arch rival the BMW 3 series it became more of an option than a top of mind selection, 2009 Mercedes-Benz C 180 Kompressor Blue Efficiency man 6 classic elegance avantgarde model for Europe car specifications amp
The Mercedes-Benz C 180 Kompressor was produced by the German automobile manufacturer from 2007 to 2014. It was the successor to the Mercedes-Benz C Class W203 and was eventually replaced by the Mercedes-Benz C Class W205 in 2014. Though W204 coupe models were still produced for the 2015 model year, wiper blades, aero suit Mercedes-Benz C Class, and other accessories were available. The Mercedes-Benz C 180 Kompressor was marketed in South Africa, and various dealerships listed it online. The car was noted for its classic elegance and avant-garde design, with a 1.8-liter engine producing 109 kW (143 hp) and 220 Nm of torque. The 6-speed manual powertrain was used for European markets, with the Kompressor badge indicating its unique features.

Mercedes-Benz C 180 Kompressor vehicles were for sale in various markets, such as Namibia, where a used car listing was available. The car had covered 136,000 km and was in excellent condition, with a new battery and recent servicing. The car was offered with automatic transmission and a tiptronic box, indicating its premium features. The listings also included images of the interior, highlighting its luxury amenities.

Mercedes-Benz C 180 Kompressor was a popular choice for those looking for a compact executive car with impressive performance and advanced features. It was available in various trim levels, including Classic, Avantgarde, and Edition 1, each offering a unique set of features to cater to different tastes and preferences. The car's competition analysis indicated its strong position in the market, with a focus on luxury and performance.

The Mercedes-Benz C Class range offered a variety of options for buyers, with features such as air conditioning, power windows, and advanced safety systems. The car was a popular choice for those looking for a reliable, well-built automobile. With its premium features and impressive performance, the Mercedes-Benz C 180 Kompressor was a great option for buyers looking for a high-quality compact executive car.
new tyres just been serviced mercedes benz c class sedan c 180 blueefficiency elegance 7g tronic power 115 kw 5000 rpm 2008 model suzuki swift 1 5 gls for sale owned since 2013 as second owner never missed a beat, mercedes c180 kompressor used cars 1 25 of 90 cars x x receive the latest car listings by email receive new listings by email mercedes c180 kompressor i m selling my mercedes benz c180 kompressor 2011 model car drives perfectly and all zar80 000 210 000 km year 2009 report, 12 mobil mercedes benz c180 dari rp 47 500 000 cari penawaran terbaik untuk mobil bekas mercedes benz c180 kompressor interior mercedes benz c class 180 kompressor silver metalik interior abu2 bebas banjir bebas keropos mesin kering bebas embun2 oli kompressor turbo aman for sale mercedes c18
Review Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor BlueEFFICIENCY New car
April 23rd, 2019 - mercedes benz c180 kompressor blueefficiency new car review Mercedes has made its entry level C180 Kompressor model much for difficult to dismiss by adding a whole range of eco and cost friendly BlueEFFICIENCY tweaks

Mercedes benz c180 kompressor 2003 for sale April 2019
April 27th, 2019 - See 26 results for Mercedes benz c180 kompressor 2003 for sale at the best prices with the cheapest used car starting from R 30 000 Looking for more second hand cars Explore Mercedes C180 for sale as well

2005 Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor Start Up Engine and In Depth Tour
April 18th, 2019 - 2005 Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor Start Up Engine and In Depth Tour 2005 Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor Start Up Engine and In Depth Tour 2001 Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor

MERCEDES BENZ CCLASS catalog Goo net Exchange
April 26th, 2019 - This page provides the information about MERCEDES BENZ CCLASS Check out their specs and features and find you ideal MERCEDES BENZ CCLASS

My personal car reviews Part 8 Mercedes C180 Kompressor
April 28th, 2019 - Thread My personal car reviews Part 8 Mercedes C180 Kompressor BlueEfficiency T Model Join Date Mar 29th 2008 Location Sludge Town Land Of The Free Germany Age 48 Posts 5 980 Car s VW Golf IV 1 6 Rep Power 249 My personal car reviews Part 8 Mercedes C180 Kompressor BlueEfficiency T Model I have wanted to drive the current C Class for quite some time now

2005 Mercedes C180 Kompressor W203 Test Review Fahrbericht
April 8th, 2019 - Das solltet ihr über den 2005er Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor W203 wissen Probefahrt Fahrbericht amp Review The US model labeled C230 Kompressor became available for the 2002 model year

Mercedes C180 Parts amp Accessories eBay
April 28th, 2019 - Find great deals on eBay for Mercedes C180 in Grilles Shop with confidence Find great deals on eBay for Mercedes C180 in Grilles Mercedes Benz C180 20 50 Buy It Now Free Shipping 16 watching 19 sold Model C180 C250 C300 C350 Gloss Black w Silver Horizontal Stripe AMG Style 1 pair of Grille

Mercedes benz c180 kompressor 2005 for sale April 2019
April 28th, 2019 - See 97 results for Mercedes benz c180 kompressor 2005 for sale at the best prices with the cheapest used car starting from R
43,000 Looking for more second hand cars Explore Mercedes C180 for sale as well

**2008 Mercedes Benz C 180 C 180 KOMPRESSOR carsireland ie**
April 26th, 2019 - Mercedes Benz C 180 C 180 KOMPRESSOR ELEGANCE Petrol Saloon with 86,000 miles and automatic transmission In Dublin for sale on CarsIreland ie

**MERCEDES BENZ C180 KOMPRESSOR EAE Motors**
April 16th, 2019 - EAE Motors was established in 1993 as a wholesaler of motor vehicles to the motor trade. The business has since evolved into a retailer of motor vehicles that currently consists of three dealerships all of which are based in the CBD of Vereeniging

**Mercedes Benz C Class Estate C180 Kompressor Elegance**
April 26th, 2019 - Our verdict on the Mercedes Benz C Class Estate C180 Kompressor Elegance. Although the new estate is a marked improvement over its predecessor in terms of fuel economy, driving, and handling characteristics, Mercedes Benz has decided to play it safe and stick to what's worked for them in the past.

**Mercedes benz c180 kompressor avantgarde Mitula Cars**
April 23rd, 2019 - 93 Mercedes Benz from R 59,950. Find the best deals for used mercedes benz c180 kompressor avantgarde. Mercedes benz c class c280 w204 avantgarde in excellent condition. Exclusively at mercedes benz Grey with black leather interior. Features include Mercedes benz c200 kompressor w204 automati.

**Mercedes Benz used mercedes c180 kompressor manual**

**MERCEDES BENZ W202 C250D Mercedes Benz W203 180 Kompressor**
April 27th, 2019 - Mercedes Benz W203 C180 Kompressor. My wife is a merchandising agent and needed a larger car or at least one with larger boot space in which to cart her display boards so I bought her a 2004 Mercedes Benz W203 C180 Kompressor Estate with 180 000 km on the clock.

**New amp Used Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor cars for sale in**
February 24th, 2019 - Search for new amp used Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor cars for sale in Australia. Read Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor car reviews and compare Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor prices and features at carsales.com.au

**Mercedes Benz C Class W203 Wikipedia**
April 26th, 2019 - Initial engines included the C 180 139 PS C 220 143 PS C 200 Kompressor and C 230 Kompressor. In 2003 Mercedes Benz added the C 180 Kompressor followed by the C 200 CGI in 2003 and finally the C 160 Kompressor in 2005. The C 230 SportCoupé was powered by a 2.3 litre supercharged four-cylinder motor.

**2004 Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor W 203 Carfolio.com**
March 1st, 2019 - 2004 Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor. This car has a 4-door saloon sedan type body with a front-mounted engine driving through the rear wheels. The Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor belongs to the W 203 range of cars from Mercedes Benz. The 1.8 litre engine is a supercharged double overhead camshaft 4-cylinder that produces 141 bhp (143 PS, 105 kW) at 5200 rpm and maximum torque of

**Mercedes Benz C180 Mercedes Benz in Malaysia Mudah.my**
April 25th, 2019 - Find a Mercedes Benz C180 car on Malaysia’s No 1 Car Marketplace. Find the car prices, specs, and dealers in your area for latest deals, discount, and promotions. Mercedes Benz C180 Mercedes Benz in Malaysia Mudah.my

**2002 Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor W 203 Carfolio.com**
February 26th, 2019 - 2002 Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor. This car has a 4-door sedan saloon type body with a front-located engine delivering power to the rear wheels. The Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor belongs to the W 203 range of cars from Mercedes Benz. Power is produced by a double overhead camshaft 1.8 litre supercharged 4-cylinder engine with 4 valves per cylinder that produces power and torque figures of

**2010 Mercedes Benz C Class C 180 Kompressor Classic**
May 2nd, 2019 - 2010 Mercedes Benz C Class C 180 Kompressor Classic. With 207,308 km for sale in Boksburg. Buy a second-hand C Class for R100,000 in Boksburg. Ref no 1585866

**Mercedes C180 kompressor 2005 for sale April 2019**
April 28th, 2019 - See 52 results for Mercedes C180 kompressor 2005 for sale at the best prices with the cheapest used car starting from £1,150. Looking for more second-hand cars? Explore Mercedes C180 for sale as well

**New amp Used Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor Coupe cars for**
April 26th, 2019 - Search for New amp Used Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor Coupe cars for sale in Australia. Read Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor car reviews and compare Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor prices and features at carsales.com.au

**MERCEDES C180 KOMPRESSOR 4 500 00 PicClick AU**
April 21st, 2019 - MERCEDES C180 KOMPRESSOR 4 500 00. Great safe well maintained car. All the Merc features 2 KeysBluetoothRWC with approx 6 Mths Rego included for qld buyers deducted from final price for interstate buyers. Inspection Welcome. Can assist with interstate transport.
at buyers cost 173872684138

2008 Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor Elegance Car Reviews
June 22nd, 2008 - The Mercedes Benz C Class has always been a great premium sport compact sedan but when pitted against its arch rival the BMW 3 Series it became more of an option than a top of mind selection

2009 Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor BlueEfficiency for
February 18th, 2019 - 2009 Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor BlueEfficiency man 6 Classic Elegance Avantgarde model for Europe car specifications amp performance data review Specs datasheet with technical data and performance data plus an analysis of the direct market competition of Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor BlueEfficiency man

Mercedes Benz C Class W204 Wikipedia
April 19th, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz C Class W204 is a range of compact executive cars which were produced by the German automobile manufacturer Mercedes Benz from 2007 to 2014 It was the successor to the Mercedes Benz C Class W203 and was eventually replaced by the Mercedes Benz C Class W205 in 2014 though W204 coupé models were still produced for the 2015 model year

mercedes benz c180 kompressor eBay
April 15th, 2019 - Wiper Blades Aero suit Mercedes Benz C Class S204 T Model C 180 Kompressor 204 See more like this Wiper Blades Aero suit Mercedes Benz C Class S203 T Model C 180 Kompressor 203 Blusteele Clutch Kit for Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor S203 1 8Ltr M271 946 CSC See more like this 1997 2004 0001501780 mercedes w203 slk230 c230 kompressor

Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor Ads Gumtree
April 29th, 2019 - Find mercedes benz c180 kompressor Postings in South Africa Search Gumtree Free Classified Ads for the latest mercedes benz c180 kompressor listings and more

Used car review Mercedes Benz C180 C200K 2002 05 Drive
October 14th, 2007 - Used car review Mercedes Benz C180 C200K 2002 05 The C class flexibility was one of its strengths writes DAVID MORLEY 1 Reading now

mercedes benz c180 kompressor eBay
April 24th, 2019 - For Mercedes Benz C180 C200 C230 Kompressor Mass Air Flow Meter Sensor NEW Brand new · Unbranded Generic CAT033 Air Temeperature Sensor for MERCEDES BENZ C180 KOMPRESSOR CL203 W203 Brand new · Fuelmiser CSC CLUTCH SLAVE FOR A MERCEDES BENZ C CLASS T MODEL ESTATE C 180 KOMPRESSOR Brand new · Nationwide AU 96 15 From United

2005 Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor for Europe specs review
March 28th, 2019 - Specs datasheet with technical data and performance
data plus an analysis of the direct market competition of Mercedes Benz C 180 Kompressor man 6 Classic Elegance Avantgarde in 2005 the model with 4 door sedan body and Line 4 1796 cm3 109 8 cui engine size 105 kW 143 PS 141 hp ECE of power 220 Nm 162 lb ft of torque 6 speed manual powertrain for Europe

**Used Mercedes Benz C180 kompressor namcars net**
April 25th, 2019 - 2010 Mercedes Benz C180 kompressor for sale in Windhoek Namibia This vehicle has 113000 km and Petrol Engine Pre owned C180 kompressor for sale Second hand Mercedes Benz C180 kompressor car price in Namibia Dealer in Mercedes Benz C180 kompressor vehicles for sale Private Deals Automobile Dealer Mercedes Benz cars

**What Is a Mercedes Benz Kompressor It Still Runs**
April 28th, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz Kompressor is an engine option available on several Mercedes Benz models including the SLK230 C180 and the C230 The Kompressor has been available on Mercedes Benz models since 1998 and was first introduced for the SLK models

**2008 Mercedes Benz C Class C180 KOMPRESSOR CLASSIC**
April 28th, 2019 - Mercedes Benz C Class C180 KOMPRESSOR CLASSIC AUTOMATIC MODEL TAX TILL 05 19 NCT TILL 08 19 ALLOY WHEELS FULL LEATHER CALL IN ANYTIME TO VIEW Petrol Saloon with 83 203 miles and automatic transmission In Dublin for sale on CarsIreland ie

**Mercedes Benz C180 kompressor eBay**
April 15th, 2019 - Welcome to my auction for sale is Mercedes benz c 180 kompressor the car has covered 136000 miles mot till September The car had been recently serviced oil plugs filters brake pads steering rack timing chain all been sorted

**Mercedes benz C180 for Sale carsguide**
April 24th, 2019 - Find a new or used MERCEDES BENZ C180 for sale With over 100 000 new amp used vehicles on carsguide finding a great deal on your next MERCEDES BENZ C180 has never been so easy

**Mercedes c180 kompressor used cars Trovit**
April 29th, 2019 - Mercedes c180 kompressor used cars 1 25 of 32 cars x x Receive the latest car listings by email Build month year 09 2004 Compliance plate month year N A Make MERCEDES BENZ Model C180 Variant KOMPRESSOR CLASSIC Series W203 Body 4D SEDAN On Request 209 378 km Year 2004 4 Doors Report

**Mercedes benz c180 kompressor 2004 mobil mitula co id**
April 28th, 2019 - 10 Mobil Mercedes Benz C180 dari Rp 75 000 000 Cari penawaran terbaik untuk Mobil Bekas mercedes benz c180 kompressor 2004 Mercedes benz c class 180 kompressor silver metalik interior abu2 thn 2004 pajak bulan 8 2019 km 163 rb on going rawatan automatic
2004 Mercedes Benz C180 Kompressor eBay
May 2nd, 2019 - Mercedes Kompressor in Mercedes Benz Cars Mercedes Clc 180 Kompressor in Mercedes Benz Cars Clk 230 Kompressor in Mercedes Benz Cars kompressor badge mercedes c180 alloys Mercedes Benz Slk 200 Kompressor in Mercedes Benz Cars Mercedes C180 Towbar in Car Tow Bars Mercedes C180 Ecu in Car Ecus amp Computers

Mercedes Benz C Class Wikipedia
April 27th, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz C Class is a line of compact executive cars produced by Daimler AG Introduced in 1993 as a replacement for the 190 W201 range the C Class was the smallest model in the marque's line up until the W168 A Class arrived in 1997 The C Class built at Mercedes Benz factories in Sindelfingen and Bremen Germany as well as numerous satellite factories in other countries

Mercedes Benz C Class C180 Kompressor 2005 Price amp Specs
April 26th, 2019 - The latest pricing and specifications for the 2005 Mercedes Benz C Class C180 Kompressor Prices range from 6 990 to 9 850 Compare prices of all Mercedes Benz C Class s sold on carsguide over the last 6 months Use our free online car valuation tool to find out exactly how much your car is worth today Based on thousands of real life sales we can give you the most accurate valuation of your

Mercedes Benz C180 kompressor Woodmead Gumtree
April 27th, 2019 - 2007 Mercedes Benz W203 C180 Kompressor 166000km In excellent condition New battery Four new tyres Just been serviced Mercedes Benz C Class Sedan C 180 BlueEFFICIENCY Elegance 7G Tronic Power 115 kW 5000 rpm 2008 model Suzuki Swift 1 5 GLS for sale Owned since 2013 as second owner Never missed a beat

Mercedes c180 kompressor used cars Trovit
April 28th, 2019 - Mercedes c180 kompressor used cars 1 25 of 90 cars X x Receive the latest car listings by email Receive new listings by email mercedes c180 kompressor I m selling my Mercedes Benz C180 kompressor 2011 model Car drives perfectly and all ZAR80 000 210 000 km Year 2009 Report

Mercedes benz c180 kompressor interior mobil mitula co id
April 29th, 2019 - 12 Mobil Mercedes Benz C180 dari Rp 47 500 000 Cari penawaran terbaik untuk Mobil Bekas mercedes benz c180 kompressor interior Mercedes benz c class 180 kompressor silver metalik interior abu2 Bebas banjir bebas keropos mesin kering bebas embun2 oli Kompressor turbo aman For sale mercedes c18